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WHAT’S HAPPENING?

The restaurant industry in Canada is facing an 
unprecedented existential crisis: 

• Dining rooms are closed & eat-in service is 
paused across the country

• The resulting job losses, from dishwashers 
and grill cooks, to suppliers and truck 
drivers are catastrophic

• The shock to the restaurant industry, and 
the economy at large, cannot be overstated



WHAT RESTAURANTS 
ARE DOING ABOUT IT

ü Offering contactless delivery & takeout 
services

ü Altering menus to be suitable for delivery 
& takeout

ü Partnering with third-party delivery 
services – Uber Eats, SkipTheDishes, 
Foodora, DoorDash & more – to expand 
delivery & takeout services

ü Increasing sanitation measures to ensure 
the safety of employees and customers



WHAT WE’RE DOING 
ABOUT IT 

ü Launching #TakeoutDay on April 15th to 
encourage Canadians across the country to 
order contactless takeout and/or delivery to 
show of support for their favourite local 
restaurants every Wednesday 
*until restaurants reopen

ü Creating a user-generated map to promote 
restaurants across Canada that are offering 
contactless takeout and delivery options on 
an ongoing basis

ü Promoting restaurants across Canada that 
are still offering contactless takeout and 
delivery options across our social media 
platforms on an ongoing basis



OPERATORS 

Chefs, culinary leaders, 
celebrities & well-known 

food personalities will 
record a video to promote 

#TakeoutDay & link to 
www.CanadaTakeout.com

PAID MEDIA BUY

#TakeoutDay will be 
promoted utilizing social 

media ads to reach 
customers across Canada 

linking to 
www.CanadaTakeout.com

MAP

Chefs, restaurants, 
distributors & more will 

submit restaurants across 
Canada to be added to 

#TakeoutDay map
www.CanadatakeOut.com/su

bmit-your-business

HOW IT 
WILL WORK

PUBLIC RELATIONS

#TakeoutDay will be 
promoted across 

traditional media outlets –
print, broadcast, digital –
& influencers linking to 

www.CanadaTakeout.com

http://www.canadatakeout.com/
http://www.canadatakeout.com/
https://canadatakeout.com/submit-your-business
http://www.canadatakeout.com/


FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

Financial contributions to the 
advertising campaign fund will 

allow our message to reach more 
Canadians

www.brandingandbuzzing.com/ca
nada-takeout-partner-support/

SHARE

Social media assets will 
be provided to share 

across your channels and 
with clients, customers, 
restaurants and partners

WHAT YOU 
CAN DO

CONTRIBUTE

Add your restaurants, customers 
or clients to the #TakeoutDay 

Canada map to provide 
promotional support

www.canadatakeout.com/submit-
your-business

https://brandingandbuzzing.com/canada-takeout-partner-support/
http://www.canadatakeout.com/submit-your-business


GET INVOLVED
TODAY

Make a Financial Contribution

Add Restaurant to #TakeoutDay Map

Submit a Promotional Chef/Restaurant 
Video

If you have any questions, 
please email: 

CanadaTakeout@Gmail.com

http://www.brandingandbuzzing.com/canada-takeout-partner-support/
http://www.canadatakeout.com/submit-your-business
http://www.brandingandbuzzing.com/takeout-day-video/
http://Gmail.com


FAQ
Will there be a partnership page?
All partners and contributors will be featured on the Canada Takeout homepage at www.canadatakeout.com. 

How is Canada Takeout assuring safe practices?
All participating establishments have agreed that they continuously uphold operation and sanitary cleanliness standards in line with regulations set 
by Restaurants Canada, Canadian Food Inspection Agency, their provincial government and its affiliates. 

Are there tiers for financial contribution?
No amount is too small, no amount is too big; all contributors will be promoted and socialized. 

What is the deadline date to join in as a supplier?
You can join anytime. The campaign launches April 15th and will be sustained to go as long as necessary. 

Originally, you would takeout Wednesday. Is this still going to happen or is it 24/7 now?
Takeout Day can be every day, but the major campaign push will be for Wednesdays as the official/tradition, starting Wednesday, April 15th.

How will you maintain momentum past April 15?
We will continue to use fun, organic social media content and ongoing public relations strategies for as long as necessary. 

Is there going to be reporting on total spend and reach/analytics?
Yes, the agency will provide a transparent report with kpis, analytics and spend/supporting dollars.

Is there a section for resources where brands, suppliers, and sponsors can load for restaurants?
You can upload your restaurant here => https://canadatakeout.com/submit-your-business// Additional assets may be received by contacting 
canadatakeout@gmail.com.

http://www.canadatakeout.com/
https://www.restaurantscanada.org/industry-news/navigating-coronavirus-covid-19-resources-for-foodservice-operators/
https://canadatakeout.com/submit-your-business/
http://gmail.com


FAQ
Do you think you will get any TV media coverage?
We have an extensive PR and coverage plan in place that is both regional and national.

My company is mainly focused on B2B and using LinkedIn.  Is there a fit with Canada Takeout Campaign? We absolutely 
encourage you to participate and share through any and all channels, including LinkedIn.

Have you looked at the US DoorDash "Open For Delivery" campaign?
We loved the DoorDash campaign and feel our campaign, including having chefs and operators speaking directly to our audiences from their 
homes, will resonate well with the Canadian consumers and encourage them to do takeout.

Do you have a target for # of operators participating and revenue for them?
As of today, we currently have 700+ restaurants registered and counting. Potential revenue has not yet been calculated.

Will there be a specific/generic verbiage to use to post on social media platforms, such as IG, FB, Twitter, LinkedIn?
Yes, participants will be provided a full kit of assets by the end of the week.

If you are with a company who was planning to already make this same thing, i.e. The Great Canadian Takeout, are 
you asking people to merge together so we have one plan going?
Since the beginning of our campaign, we have consolidated 3 takeout campaigns, and are fully open to welcoming and partnering with others.

If you are with a company who was planning to already make this same thing, i.e. The Great Canadian Takeout, are 
you asking people to merge together so we have one plan going?
Since the beginning of our campaign, we have consolidated 3 takeout campaigns, and are fully open to welcoming and partnering with others.



FAQ
Would this be tax deductible for individuals (receipts given)?
This campaign would can be added under your advertising line item and a receipt will be provided by Branding & Buzzing. 

In order to make an impact, how much money do you feel you will need?
$100,000+ 

How do you see fit for brands to implement this campaign along with individual brand campaigns? Brands can use this as 
the widespread promotional opportunity it is to drive customers to their businesses, therefore gaining exposure for their individual campaigns 
almost simultaneously. 

We will also be sharing partner-created content throughout this campaign on our social channels and encourage brands to use the #TakeoutDay
hashtag when pushing their content. 

Have you approached companies like Skip the Dishes, Uber Eats, etc. for sponsorship?
We are consistently looking to strong pillar brands and operations in our community for contributions and partnerships, including major takeout and 
delivery services. 

Is this campaign only targeting English Canada? This is a nationwide campaign and we will be relying on our partners in both English 
and French-Canadian markets to spread the word and participate. 

Who are some of the companies that Branding and Buzzing has worked for?
A list of current and past clients of Branding & Buzzing can be found here => https://brandingandbuzzing.com/clients/

https://brandingandbuzzing.com/clients/


FAQ
Will you be linking on the website a place for individual donors/regular people to donate to the Canadian Hospitality 
Foundation's COVID19 Restaurant Employee Relief Fund?
There are multiple fundraisers taking place in our industry, and we will be actively looking to partner with, and promote, those vetted and supporting 
our foodservice workers and establishments at this necessary time. 

Can we share the chef videos on our social media channels?
Absolutely, we are happily providing assets to all partners and contributors during this campaign. Share away. 

As a supplier, how do we get our items featured? Is this possible or do we solely have to lean on our customers to 
push our items?
If you are creating custom LTOs or artwork with your products, we would happily promote your brand(s). Contact our email address at 
canadatakeout@gmail.com or hashtag your content with #TakeoutDay and we will review. 

Have major CPG companies been approached?
We are continuously looking for as much support as possible from companies in multiple major categories in our industry. 

http://gmail.com

